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Sometimes it becomes painstaking to handle window blinds that are old and traditional. So, a
welcome alternative came in the form of top down bottom up cellular shades. Moreover, traditional
blinds were not that effective against UV rays and to solve this problem blackout roller shades were
introduced in the market. These blinds became an instant hit overnight and the demand for the
same started to grow among the people. Top down bottom up cellular shades are easier to handle
as you can lower them right from the top. These blinds are quite costly than the usual ones that are
available in the stores, but there are plenty of varieties to choose from.

Perhaps the best place to use the top down bottom up cellular shades is in the ground floor rooms.
These latest blinds will not only allow you to maintain privacy in these rooms but it will also let the
sunlight to enter. These have sun filters fitted into them, which makes them quite useful in the winter
months. The filters do not let the warmth of the sun to escape from the room, keeping it cozy and
warm.  The way these blinds have been designed, it allows the user full view of the night sky along
with privacy.

There has been a striking similarity of the top down bottom up cellular shades with the traditional
blinds. The bottom up part of the top down shades is self-explanatory and it functions just like any
typical window treatment. On the other hand, blackout roller shades provides additional protection
during daytime by regulating glare and light, thus ensuring that the room is cool and pleasant.

The top down bottom up cellular shades have numerous varieties and all of them are equally
popular among users. Here are some of the varieties of this latest shades.

-	Honeycomb shades are extremely popular simply because of the great insulating benefits they
offer. There are plenty of color variety options available for these shades. Double cell Honeycomb
shades provide better insulation protection than the single cell ones.

-	Bamboo woven wood shades are great during the summer months. Since, these are bamboo
woven shades they allow the breeze to come inside the room, but at the same time keep out the UV
rays and sunlight from getting inside. Perhaps the best part of these shades is that it gives a tropical
feel to the room. These blinds are available in various types of stains, colors and weaves.

-	Pleated window blinds or shades have a very simplistic look. There are some pleated window
blinds having no holes privacy feature. The cord that lifts the shade runs directly through the
backside of the shade which makes sure that no light can enter. These blinds have been designed
in such a manner that when compressed, the front portion becomes thicker than the back side.
These blinds are available in wide variety of colors.

-	The classic look of the Roman shades provides elegance and these top down shades come in the
form of fabrics like silk, linen and others. Opulence is the striking feature of these blinds.

The top down bottom up cellular shades and blackout roller shades available in the market are quite
popular. These blinds are quite beneficial and add up to the beauty of a room. These blinds or
shades are easy to maneuver and better than the traditional ones.
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Smith Williams - About Author:
Smith Williams is a freelance author who has the vast knowledge on a cordless cellular shades and
a bottom up shades.
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